Effective date: October 3, 2019.

Terms & Conditions
THIS AGREEMENT is between PADOSCOIN (referred to as "us", "our" or "we" in
these terms) and the visitors to our website https://www.padoscoin.tech
(referred to as "you" or "your" in these terms) This website is controlled by
PADOSCOIN and the terms of use for the website are set out in our website Terms
& Conditions.

WHAT IS PADOSCOIN WEBSITE ABOUT
Padoscoin is a cutting-edge, crowd funded diversified crypto currency techno
mining operation built and managed by a team of industry experts and
professionals staff on behalf of the Padoscoin Community, This is what Padoscoin
will do for its Community on an unprecedented scale. At Padoscoin we believe in
turning sustainable green energy into crypto currency by means of crypto mining.
Crypto mining is highly profitable when done on a large scale basis and it is
essentially turning electricity into digital assets. In today’s environment, Crypto
mining is done globally. What we offer is an eco-friendly, sustainable and
renewable energy powered form of mega crypto mining, in an environmentally
stable country We have the professionals in each of their fields working together
to enhance earnings by Improvement of both software and hardware.

TERMS OF USE
1. You may use this website provided you agree to the terms of use detailed
below. If you use the website, you will be deemed to have accepted these terms.
If you do not agree to these terms of use, you must not use this website.
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2. We reserve the right to change these terms of use at any time by posting any
changes on the website. The new terms will be effective immediately they are
posted, and by continuing to use this website you will have deemed to have
accepted the new terms.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Our website and all of the related pages including but not limited to content,
software, code, graphics or other material contained in or electronically
distributed on this website is owned by us or licensed to us and is protected by
copyrights, trade marks, service marks, patents or other proprietary rights or
laws. Unauthorized use of any copyrighted materials; trade marks or any other
intellectual property without the express written consent of the owner is strictly
prohibited.
1. We recognize that when you obtain access to our website, your computer
downloads a copy of the material on this website. By obtaining access to our
website, you agree that you will use the material for your personal use only, and
not for any commercial purpose whatsoever. You are responsible for acting in
compliance at all times with all applicable copyright laws.
2. In particular, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 3 above, you may
not do any of the following without obtaining prior written permission from us:
-Redistribute, modify, adapt or vary any of the content of our website.
-Remove any copyright or trade mark notices from any copies of the content.
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LINKS TO THIRD PARTY SITES
This website may contain hyper-links to websites owned and controlled by third
parties which are not under our control. We are not responsible for the contents
of any linked third party site. The links are provided for your convenience and any
such link does not imply endorsement by us of the site nor does it imply that
there is any association between us and the operators of the site.

WARRANTIES
1. This Website https://www.padoscoin.tech is provided “as is”, our page is an
information platform that shows the Padoscoin growth. Padoscoin doesn't take
any data from our visitors or investors Additionally, nothing contained on this
Website shall be construed as providing consult or advice to you.
2. We do not warrant that our website or any website to which it is linked or any
relevant server are free of computer viruses or other harmful applications.
3. We are liable for the damages incurred by investors in case of we make gross
negligence and intentional misconduct.

SEVERABILITY
If any provision of these Terms is found to be unenforceable or invalid under any
applicable law, such unenforceability or invalidity shall not render these Terms
unenforceable or invalid, and such provisions shall be deleted without affecting
the remaining provisions herein.
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LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
In no event shall www.padoscoin.tech , nor any of its officers, directors and
employees, be liable to you for anything arising out of or in any way connected
with your use of this Website, whether such liability is under contract, tort or
otherwise, and www.padoscoin.tech , including its officers, directors and
employees shall not be liable for any indirect, consequential or special liability
arising out of or in any way related to your use of this Website.

GOVERNING LAW & JURISDICTION
PADOSCOIN.TECH as an Incorporated Indonesia Business Entity, These Terms will
be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Indonesia, and you
submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts located in
Indonesia for the resolution of any disputes.

INDEMNITY
You must indemnify and keep us indemnified fully against all liabilities, damages,
claims, losses, costs and expenses, which we may incur to a third party or you as a
result of your breach of the provisions of this agreement.

SEVERANCE
If any term of this agreement is held by any competent authority to be invalid or
unlawful or unenforceable, it shall not affect the enforceability of any of the
remaining terms of this agreement.

THIRD PARTIES
To the extent that this website is published or hosted by a third party on our
behalf, such third party will not be responsible for the accuracy of its contents.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
The Seller of this product is:
Registered Address:
Padoscoin Corp ,Indonesia,
Demangan,Tanjunganom,
Nganjuk, East Java 04/06, 64482.
Padoscoin Corp is a company registered in Indonesia having its registration
code: 9120412010239
Contact Email: support@padoscoin.tech
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